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Description

�[0001] The invention relates to an assembly of a teat
cup carrier and a feed platform according to the preamble
of claim 1.
�[0002] Such an assembly is known from US-
A1-2002/0033138. Said US-�application discloses a sys-
tem for enhancing the efficiency of milking large herds
of animals. Said system comprises a feed platform with
individual stalls, each for at least partially confining one
animal. Each stall has its own teat cups carried by re-
spective teat cup carriers, and its own feed trough. At the
circumference of the platform there is provided a con-
nection area where the teat cups are connected to the
teats of an animal that is present on the platform. For the
connection there may be used stationary connecting ro-
bots known per se or pivoting robots or robots moving
along rails. An entrance area and an exit area of the plat-
form are wide enough to allow simultaneous access of
several animals to at least two stalls respectively simul-
taneous exit of several animals from at least two stalls.
The entrance area is provided with a movable closing
element, such as a gate, and is opened in a controlled
manner in order to admit a number of animals to a waiting
area adjacent to the platform. Furthermore, each stall
has an operated entrance gate so that animals can get
access from the waiting area to a stall on the platform.
Moreover, the known system comprises means for con-
trolling the animal traffic, which means divide for example
a herd of animals into groups. As is usually the case with
feed platforms, for the purpose of making an optimal use
of the feed platform, the entrance area is immediately
followed by the udder cleaning area. The udder cleaning
area itself is immediately followed by the area for con-
necting the teat cups. When there is no milk left in the
udder, the teat cups are disconnected and the animal
remains on the platform until the exit has been reached.
The total time spent by an animal on the feed platform
amounts to approximately 15 minutes.
�[0003] An assembly of the above-�mentioned type is
also known from US-�A-�4508058. In the system disclosed
therein there is used a rotatable feed platform with indi-
vidual stalls, each containing a feed trough and teat cups
carried by respective teat cup carriers. The stalls are lo-
cated on the platform in tangential direction and comprise
an entrance gate and an exit gate. Beside the platform
there is arranged a stationary teat-�cup-�connecting robot
which is capable of being coupled to the teat cups and
which is suitable for connecting the teat cups to the teats
of an animal that is present on the platform. In the stall
there is supplied a predetermined amount of feed. Im-
mediately after an animal has entered the stall the teat
cups are connected, and an animal leaves the stall im-
mediately after the milking has been completed. In this
known assembly there is thus made use of the usual
functioning of a milking carrousel, the dead time, i.e. the
time an animal spends on the platform without undergo-
ing a treatment that is usually associated with the milking

process, being minimized.
�[0004] A drawback of the known systems is that the
motion speed of the platform depends on the connection
time required by the connecting robot or the farmer for
connecting the teat cups. It may also occur that the teat
cups cannot be connected in the connection area, so that
the animal cannot be milked during its stay on the plat-
form and has to board the platform again for being milked.
This may adversely affect the milk yield as well as the
animal health.
�[0005] The invention according to claim 1 aims at ob-
viating this drawback at least partially.
�[0006] For this purpose, according to the invention,
there is provided a teat cup carrier designed to be able
to co- �operate with a feed platform, which teat cup carrier
is freely movable relative to the feed platform. The inven-
tion is based on the insight that the drawback in the state
of the art is caused at least partially by the fact that the
teat cup carrier, and consequently the teat cups, is cou-
pled to the feed platform. By designing the teat cup carrier
so as to be freely movable relative to the feed platform,
which would result in a less efficient feed platform ac-
cording to the state of the art, on the contrary a higher
feed consumption and milk production and a more ani-
mal-�friendly milking process than expected are obtained.
Moreover, the rotational speed of the feed platform does
no longer need to depend on the connection of the teat
cups and the connection of teat cups can also take place
outside the connection area. Moreover, there is created
a greater freedom of construction of the feed platform,
because the teat cup carriers do no longer need to be
disposed on the feed platform.
�[0007] It is known per se from US-�2,358,000 to dispose
the sets of teat cups separately from the platform. How-
ever, in the assembly known from US- �2,358,000 the an-
imals are not allowed to move-�freely in an area. The
teaching of this US patent is that the animals have to stay
on the platform for most of the time. They are only tem-
porarily lead from the platform to be cleaned and to do
some exercise on a walking belt. After this the animals
are lead back to the platform. This kind of housing ani-
mals is in complete contrast to the kind of housing de-
scribed in US-�A1-2002/0033138. In addition the assem-
bly known from US-�2,358,000 also suffers from the dis-
advantage that a dairy animal finds it unpleasant to be
milked in a closed area, such as the stalls provided on
the platform which limit the freedom of movement of a
dairy animal to a high extent. Furthermore, dairy animals
appear to experience walking to and boarding the plat-
form as unpleasant and may therefore by very unwilling
to be lead to or from the platform, which may result in
problems to get an animal onto or from the platform, lead-
ing to insufficient occupation of the platform and thus
reduced milk production. In addition the disclosed teat
cup carriers are not freely movable with respect to the
feed platform.
�[0008] It is also known per se from US-�3,103,912 to
dispose the sets of teat cups separately from the platform.
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However, also in the housing system as disclosed in US-
3,103,912 the animals are not allowed to move freely in
an area, but are brought to the platform in order to be
subjected to whatever operation needed for the care of
the animal. This kind of housing animals is thus different
from the loose housing as used in the present invention.
In addition the assembly known from US-�3,102,912 also
suffers from the disadvantage that a dairy animal finds it
unpleasant to be milked in a closed area, such as the
stalls provided on the platform disclosed therein which
limit the freedom of movement of a dairy animal to a high
extent. Furthermore, dairy animals appear to experience
walking to and boarding the platform as unpleasant and
may therefore by very unwilling to be lead to or from the
platform, which may result in problems to get an animal
onto or from the platform, leading to insufficient occupa-
tion of the platform and thus reduced milk production. In
addition the disclosed teat cup carriers are not freely mov-
able with respect to the feed platform.
�[0009] It is also known per se from FR-�A-�2,649,858 to
dispose the sets of teat cups separately from the platform.
The housing system as used in FR-�A-�2,649,858 is not
explicitly described, but since the animals have to enter
the circular platform from within the platform it is most
likely that the animals have to be led from the outside of
the platform towards the inside. In addition the assembly
known from FR-�A-�2,649,858 also suffers from the disad-
vantage that a dairy animal is to be milked in a closed
area, such as the stalls provided on the platform dis-
closed therein which limit the freedom of movement of a
dairy animal to a high extent. Each stall is closed by two
gates, so that this also restricts the free movement of
animals since an animal has to board the platform at a
specific position. Furthermore, dairy animals appear to
experience walking to and boarding the platform as un-
pleasant and may therefore by very unwilling to be lead
to the platform, which may result in problems to get an
animal onto or from the platform, leading to insufficient
occupation of the platform and thus reduced milk produc-
tion. In addition the disclosed teat cup carriers are not
freely movable with respect to the feed platform.
�[0010] It is know per se from EP-�A-�1,336,337, EP-�A-
1,188,366 and EP-�A-�1,188,367 to use a freely movable
teat cup carrier, however a combination of a movable
feed platform and also a freely movable teat cup carrier
is neither disclosed nor suggested by these documents,
the only feeding place that is described in these docu-
ment is a stationary feeding place.
�[0011] In an embodiment of an assembly according to
the invention, the teat cup carrier comprises a teat cup
gripper for gripping and retaining a teat cup that is dis-
posed on a teat cup holder. The teat cup holder may be
arranged stationarily or be movable in an alternative em-
bodiment.
�[0012] In an embodiment of an assembly according to
the invention, the teat cup carrier carries, besides teat
cups, further milking means for milking an animal, the
further milking means comprising at least a milk storage

vessel for storing milk, a milking vacuum source and a
pulsation vacuum source. This means that it is not nec-
essary to convey the milk obtained to a milk- �collecting
tank by means of transport lines, but that the freely mov-
able teat cup carrier can move automatically to said milk-
collecting tank when the milking of an animal has been
finished. This can be determined in a manner known per
se, for example when the milk flow measured by a flow
meter has come below a particular threshold value.
�[0013] In a further embodiment of an assembly accord-
ing to the invention, the milk storage vessel is provided
with a milk outlet. In an alternative embodiment, the milk
storage vessel is an exchangeable milk storage vessel
that may be transported for example as a whole to a milk
factory.
�[0014] According to the invention, the freely movable
teat cup carrier is a self- �propelled autonomous mobile
teat-�cup-�carrying robot and there is provided a control
unit for controlling the functioning of the mobile teat-�cup-
carrying robot. The control unit comprises a transmitting
and receiving unit for communication with a control unit
of the feed platform.
�[0015] Although a connecting device for connecting
the teat cups to the teats of an animal may be a separate
device, for the sake of simplicity of the construction it is
advantageous if the teat cup carrier is provided with a
connecting device for connecting a teat cup to the teats
of an animal that is present on the feed platform. In a
further preferred embodiment of an assembly according
to the invention, the connecting device is provided with
a gripping device for gripping a teat cup that is disposed
on the teat cup carrier.
�[0016] In order to be able correctly to connect a teat
cup, in an embodiment of an assembly according to the
invention, the teat cup carrier is provided with a teat-�po-
sition- �determining device for determining the position of
a teat of an animal that is present on the feed platform.
The teat-�position- �determining device is in particular dis-
posed on the connecting device.
�[0017] In a further embodiment of an assembly accord-
ing to the invention, the connecting device comprises a
robot arm, in particular for carrying the gripping device.
�[0018] In a further embodiment of an assembly accord-
ing to the invention, the teat cup carrier comprises a
measuring device for measuring milk parameters. In this
manner the teat cup carrier can determine for example
whether or not an amount of milk obtained is suitable for
human consumption.
�[0019] In an embodiment of an assembly according to
the invention, the teat cup carrier comprises a drive that
is controllable by the control unit.
�[0020] In a further embodiment of an assembly accord-
ing to the invention, the teat cup carrier is provided with
a teat-�cup-�cleaning device for cleaning a teat cup. This
makes it possible for the teat cup carrier to ensure itself
the cleaning of the teat cups.
�[0021] In a further embodiment of an assembly accord-
ing to the invention, the teat cup carrier is provided with
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a milking-�pre-�treatment device for performing a milking-
pre-�treatment on an animal on the feed platform. This
makes it possible for the teat cup carrier to ensure itself
the pre- �treatment of an animal, in particular the teats of
an animal.
�[0022] In an embodiment of an assembly according to
the invention, a correct pre-�treatment can be obtained in
that the milking-�pre-�treatment device is provided with a
device for determining the position of a teat of an animal
on the feed platform. It is in particular advantageous if
the milking-�pre-�treatment device comprises a robot arm.
�[0023] In a preferred embodiment of an assembly ac-
cording to the invention, the milking-�pre-�treatment device
comprises a spraying device for spraying and/or squirting
a fluid on the teat.
�[0024] In a further embodiment of an assembly accord-
ing to the invention, the teat cup carrier is provided with
a milking- �post- �treatment device for performing a milking-
post- �treatment on an animal on the feed platform. This
makes it possible for the teat cup carrier to ensure itself
the post- �treatment of an animal, in particular the teats of
an animal.
�[0025] A correct post- �treatment can be obtained if the
milking-�post-�treatment device is provided with a device
for determining the position of a teat of an animal. It is in
particular advantageous if the milking-�post- �treatment de-
vice comprises a robot arm.
�[0026] In an embodiment of an assembly according to
the invention, the milking- �post- �treatment device compris-
es a spraying device for spraying and/or squirting a fluid
on the teat.
�[0027] According to an embodiment of the invention,
a multifunctional teat cup carrier is obtained if the teat
cup carrier is also provided with a cleaning device for
cleaning the feed platform. In this case it is advantageous
if the cleaning device is provided with a device for deter-
mining the degree of contamination of the platform and
for emitting contamination-�degree-�signals. The cleaning
device preferably comprises a manure slide. Alternative-
ly or additionally, the cleaning device may comprise a
rotatable cleaning brush. In a favourable embodiment of
an assembly according to the invention, the cleaning de-
vice comprises a sprayer for spraying and/or squirting a
fluid on the platform. The sprayer is preferably a high-
pressure sprayer. An improved cleaning is obtained if the
cleaning device comprises a heating element for heating
the fluid. The cleaning device preferably comprises a dry-
ing device for drying the feed platform.
�[0028] If the cleaning device comprises a storage con-
tainer for impurities, the teat cup carrier can be active
autonomously for a longer time without the impurities
having to be discarded in the meantime. In an embodi-
ment of an assembly according to the invention, the stor-
age container is provided with an outlet for impurities.
Alternatively, the storage container may be removable
as a whole. The teat cup carrier is preferably provided
with a cleaning device for cleaning the storage container.
�[0029] In a preferred embodiment of an assembly ac-

cording to the invention, the teat cup carrier is provided
with navigation means for navigating the teat cup carrier.
This makes it possible to achieve a correct displacement
of the teat cup carrier. In this case, in a further embodi-
ment of an assembly according to the invention, it is ad-
vantageous if the navigation means comprise position-
determining means for determining the position of the
teat cup carrier and for supplying position information.
�[0030] The teat cup carrier is preferably provided with
its own energy supply, a rechargeable energy supply be-
ing in particular suitable for the purpose.
�[0031] For safety improvement, in a favourable em-
bodiment the teat cup carrier is provided with a malfunc-
tion detector for detecting an internal malfunction. The
teat cup carrier is preferably provided with an alarm-�sig-
nal- �issuing device for issuing an alarm signal with the aid
of data from the malfunction detector. Said alarm signal
may be sent for example to the farmer or the operator of
the teat cup carrier to enable the person in question to
take the necessary measures for repairing the malfunc-
tion. The safety of the teat cup carrier is further improved
in an embodiment in which the teat cup carrier is capable
of being deactivated with the aid of data from the mal-
function detector.
�[0032] Since an improved functioning may be obtained
if the teat cup carrier is also capable of moving over the
feed platform, in a favourable embodiment of an assem-
bly according to the invention, the teat cup carrier is di-
mensioned in such a way that it is capable of being placed
as a whole under an animal between its forelegs and hind
legs.
�[0033] In order to prevent the mobile robot inter alia
from colliding with objects, in an embodiment of an as-
sembly according to the invention, the mobile robot is
characterized in that the teat cup carrier is provided with
a proximity detector for detecting the proximity of an ob-
ject. In an embodiment an assembly according to the
invention, the teat cup carrier and/or other objects may
be prevented from being damaged as a result of unde-
sired contacts with the teat cup carrier if the teat cup
carrier is characterized in that it is provided with a pro-
tecting device for protecting at least a part of the teat cup
carrier, which protecting device is capable of being
brought from an inactive position into an active protecting
position. Such a protecting device may be a protecting
cap, an airbag or the like. The protecting device is in
particular capable of being brought from an inactive po-
sition into an active protecting position with the aid of
data from the proximity detector. In an embodiment the
proximity detector comprises a camera. Alternatively or
additionally, the proximity detector may comprise an ap-
proach sensor.
�[0034] In an embodiment of an assembly according to
the invention in which the teat cup carrier is provided with
a signal- �issuing device for issuing a perceptible signal,
the teat cup carrier is capable of signalling its presence
to its environment. Besides, said signal-�issuing device
may be used for making sounds audible or perceptible
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to an animal. In a preferred embodiment, the signal-�is-
suing device is capable of being activated with the aid of
data from the proximity detector. The proximity detector
is in particular connectable to the navigation means in
order to make it possible for the teat cup carrier to navi-
gate around an obstacle.
�[0035] In a further embodiment of an assembly accord-
ing to the invention, the teat cup carrier is provided with
an animal-�recognition device for recognizing an animal.
This makes it possible for the teat cup carrier to perform
a different treatment per animal. The animal-�recognition
device is in particular connectable to the control unit for
supplying recognition information to the control unit.
�[0036] The invention will be explained hereinafter in
further detail with reference to some exemplary embod-
iments shown in the drawing, in which:�

Figure 1a shows diagrammatically in side view an
embodiment of an autonomous, mobile teat-�cup-�car-
rying robot according to the invention;
Figure 1b shows diagrammatically in side view an
embodiment of an autonomous, mobile teat-�cup-
connecting robot that co-�operates with a mobile teat-
cup-�carrying robot according to the invention;
Figure 1c shows diagrammatically in side view a mo-
bile, autonomous teat-�cup-�carrying robot with inte-
grated connecting device for automatically connect-
ing teat cups;
Figure 1d shows diagrammatically a plan view of the
mobile, autonomous teat-�cup-�carrying robot accord-
ing to Figure 1c;
Figure 2 shows diagrammatically a partially cross-
sectional side view of a mobile teat- �cup-�carrying ro-
bot coupled to a multifunctional robot-�treatment sta-
tion;
Figure 3 shows diagrammatically in plan view a cam-
era monitoring system for a feed platform and mobile
teat cup carriers according to the invention;
Figure 4 shows diagrammatically in plan view a mov-
able platform that is substantially disc-�shaped, the
platform being provided with separating means for
partially separating animals;
Figure 5 shows diagrammatically in plan view an al-
ternative embodiment of a movable platform that is
substantially annular, the platform being free from
confining means for confining animals;
Figure 6 shows diagrammatically in plan view a fur-
ther alternative embodiment of a movable platform
that comprises two annular platform units; and
Figure 7 shows diagrammatically a plan view of an
assembly comprising a mobile teat- �cup- �carrying ro-
bot according to the invention.

�[0037] To milk a cow, or an other dairy animal, teat
cups are connected to the teats of the cow. In the em-
bodiment shown in Figure 1a, the teat cups 411 are car-
ried by an autonomous, mobile teat-�cup-�carrying robot
409 that is capable of moving freely on and/or beside a

feed platform. The teat-�cup-�carrying robot 409 is shown
in side view in Figure 1a. In the embodiment shown, the
mobile teat-�cup- �carrying robot 409 carries four teat cups
411, two of which are visible in the figure. The teat cups
411 are each connected via a teat cup line 412 to a milk
storage vessel 414 to which the milk is conveyed with
the aid of a vacuum pump system 413. The teat-�cup-
carrying robot 409 is provided with wheels 418. The
wheels 418 are driven by a drive unit 417, such as an
electric motor. The milk storage vessel 414 is provided
on its lower side with a non- �shown milk outlet through
which the milk can be conveyed to a milk tank. The teat-
cup-�carrying robot 409 is provided with a (non-�shown)
position-�determining device, which may be a radar, a
GPS-�system component or the like. This makes it pos-
sible to determine the momentary position of the teat-
cup-�carrying robot 409. In order to be able to co-�operate
with the feed platform, the teat-�cup- �carrying robot 409
comprises a transmitting/�receiving device 421 for trans-
mitting and receiving position data and control com-
mands, as will be explained hereinafter in further detail.
�[0038] Figure 1b shows an embodiment of a mobile,
autonomous teat-�cup-�connecting robot 419. The teat-
cup-�connecting robot 419 comprises an upwardly mov-
able teat cup gripper 420. The teat-�cup- �connecting robot
419 does not have a milk storage vessel. A transmitting/
receiving device 422 is suitable for receiving data from
the milking system control unit and is connected to a con-
trol unit 423a, which does not only ensure the control of
the displacement of the mobile teat-�cup-�connecting robot
419, but also controls the functioning of the teat cup grip-
per 420. With the aid of the transmitting/�receiving devices
421, 422 the teat- �cup-�connecting robot 419 and the teat-
cup-�carrying robot 409 are able to co-�operate. The teat-
cup-�connecting robot 419 is moved to the position of a
cow to be milked. This is possible by displacement across
a feed platform 352 or beside a feed platform 352. At the
same time the teat-�cup-�carrying robot 409 is moved to a
position near the teat-�cup-�connecting robot, so that the
teat cup gripper 420 of the teat-�up-�connecting robot 419
is able to grip the teat cups 411 carried by the teat- �cup-
carrying robot 409. For this purpose there is made use
of the position-�determining means 423 that detect the
position of the teat cups 411 on the teat- �cup- �carrying
robot 409 and move the teat cup gripper 420 in such a
way that the teat cups are gripped. The teat- �cup-�carrying
robot 409 and the teat cup gripper 420 are then moved
in such a way that a teat cup is located under a teat, after
which, by moving the teat cup gripper 420 upwardly, the
teat cup is connected to the teat through vacuum. During
the connection the teat-�cup-�carrying robot 409 and the
teat-�cup-�connecting robot 419 continue to move syn-
chronously with each other and with the feed platform
352, which is achieved by the mutual communication by
means of the transmitting/�receiving devices 421, 422.
When all the teat cups have been connected it is possible
for the teat- �cup-�connecting robot 419 to move to the next
cow that is to be milked, while the teat-�cup-�carrying robot
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409 continues to move synchronously with the feed plat-
form 352 until the milking has been finished, which can
take place in a customary manner, for example by flow
measurement. Although in the embodiment shown the
co-�operation between the teat- �cup-�carrying robot 409
and the teat- �cup- �connecting robot 419 takes place di-
rectly, and the co-�operation with the feed platform takes
place indirectly, it is also possible that the teat-�cup-�car-
rying robot 409 co- �operates directly with the feed platform
352 and moves synchronously with the feed platform
352, for example under the control of a feeding system
control unit, and that the teat- �cup- �connecting robot 419
grips the teat cups from the teat-�cup-�carrying robot by
means of the position-�determining means. In this case
the freely moving, mobile teat-�cup-�carrying robot co-�op-
erates directly with the feed platform 352.
�[0039] As an alternative for a separate teat-�cup-�carry-
ing robot and a separate teat-�cup-�connecting robot, Fig-
ures 1c and 1d show diagrammatically a mobile, auton-
omous teat-�cup- �carrying robot 424 with an integrated
teat- �cup-�connecting device. The robot 424 is provided
with a milk storage vessel 425, with energy supply means
426 for the robot and the relevant components, with an
underpressure and/or overpressure system 427 for teat
cups 428, with (non-�shown) milk- �analysing means, and
with (non-�shown) navigation means and a control unit for
controlling the robot and the relevant components. There
is also disposed a position- �determining device 429 for
determining the position of a teat of a cow. Under the
control of the milking system control unit the robot 424
is moved towards a cow to be milked, where the teat cups
are connected to the relevant teats. The position of the
teat relative to the teat cup 428 is then determined by the
position- �determining device 429, such as a laser sensor
for detecting the position of the teats of the animal to be
milked. A lifting device 430 for the teat cup 428 makes it
possible for the teat cup 428 to be connected, by means
of a substantially vertical movement, to the teat of the
cow.
�[0040] Figure 2 shows diagrammatically a partially
cross-�sectional side view of a mobile robot, in the em-
bodiment shown the teat-�cup-�carrying robot 424 with an
integrated teat-�cup- �connecting device, coupled to a mul-
tifunctional robot- �treatment station 410. After having
milked a cow, the robot 424 moves automatically to the
multifunctional robot-�treatment station 410. In this case
there is made use of the position-�determining means 429.
The multifunctional robot-�treatment station 410 compris-
es a charging device 475 that is capable of being coupled
automatically to the charging port 476 of the rechargea-
ble energy supply 477 of the robot 424. There is provided
a coupling detector which, upon detection of coupling of
the charging device 475 to the charging port 476, acti-
vates the recharging.
�[0041] The multifunctional robot-�treatment station 410
also comprises a milk outlet 478 for discharging milk from
the milk storage vessel 425 of the robot 424. The milk
outlet 478 comprises a sensor 479 for measuring the

quality of the milk and for controlling a valve 480, in order
to discharge milk that is suitable for human consumption
to a milk tank via the milk tank outlet 481, or alternatively
to discharge milk via an other outlet 482 to an other stor-
age element. The milk outlet 478 is capable of being cou-
pled automatically to the outlet 483 of the milk storage
vessel 425. Also in this case there is provided a coupling
detector for discharging the milk from the milk storage
vessel 425 after a successful coupling has been detect-
ed.
�[0042] After the milk has been discharged from the milk
storage vessel 425, a teat-�cup-�cleaning device 484 com-
prising downwardly directed thorns having fluid outflow
apertures at their ends is brought into the teat cups 428.
The valve 480 is controlled in such a way that cleaning
fluid can be discharged via the other outlet 482.
�[0043] The multifunctional robot-�treatment station 410
further comprises a robot- �cleaning device 485 compris-
ing in the embodiment shown a sprayer for cleaning the
robot.
�[0044] It will be obvious that, depending on the robot,
the multifunctional robot-�treatment station may comprise
other components for the maintenance and cleaning of
the robot.
�[0045] Figure 3 shows cameras (or comparable follow-
ing means) for monitoring the feed platform and following
mobile units (in particular cows and mobile robots). Such
cameras with associated software in the computer sys-
tem may be used for monitoring the mobile units, and for
identification, orientation and position determination of
the mobile units. Figure 3 shows diagrammatically in plan
view a camera monitoring system for a feed platform with
position marks 486. The position marks 486 serve as
position beacons, so that the camera monitoring system
is capable of exactly determining the rotation position of
the feed platform relative to the stationary world. The
camera monitoring system comprises cameras which are
disposed above the feed platform and have a field of
vision that is shown in the figure by means of circles 487.
The fields of vision overlap one another and cover the
entire feed platform, the area on the inside of the feed
platform and a strip on the outside beside the feed plat-
form. The camera monitoring system is used to deter-
mine the exact position of the robots, if any, and to check
same, and to determine the position of an animal on the
feed platform.� The data from the camera monitoring sys-
tem are also used for the operation and control of the
mobile teat-�cup-�carrying robots.
�[0046] Although the teat- �cup-�carrying robot according
to the invention is capable of co- �operating with any feed
platform known per se with teat cups disposed thereon,
the invention may in particular be applied to feed plat-
forms without teat cups, some embodiments of which will
be described hereinafter.
�[0047] Figure 4 shows diagrammatically in plan view
a part of an embodiment of a movable feed platform 91
that is shown as a substantially disc- �shaped one. The
feed platform 91 is provided with separating means 92
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for partially separating cows. The separating means 92
adjoin a cow only on one side, so that a cow is not con-
fined by the separating means 92. The feed platform 91
comprises feeding places, each having a feed trough 93
that is arranged in such a way that a cow is standing on
the feed platform 91 under an angle with the radial. Owing
to this, rotation of the shown feed platform 91 is only
possible in one direction.
�[0048] Via an entrance 94 and an exit 95 the cows can
board or leave the feed platform 91 only one by one. At
the entrance 94 there is arranged an animal- �recognition
device 96 by means of which the identity of a cow in the
entrance 94 can be determined. The animal-�recognition
device 96 is used to control gates 97, 98 in such a way
that the cows are admitted or are not admitted to the feed
platform.
�[0049] In the exit 95 there is also arranged an animal-
recognition device 99 that controls an assembly of two
gates 100, 101 for the purpose of separating cows.
�[0050] Since the feed platform 91 is provided with sep-
arating means 92 that adjoin a cow only partially, a cow
is enabled to walk freely to any feed trough 93 upon
boarding the feed platform 91. It has been found that a
cow usually chooses the most nearby feed trough 93. In
the embodiment shown, however, there is disposed a
deterring device 102 for deterring a cow in order to pre-
vent a cow from moving about freely across the feed plat-
form 91. In the embodiment shown, the deterring device
102 is constituted by guiding gates that are disposed sta-
tionarily, relative to the entrance 94, above the feed plat-
form 91. A cow is thus prevented from crossing the tran-
sition of the feed platform portion 103 that is adjacent to
the entrance 94 at the ends of the platform portion 103
in the direction of rotation of the feed platform 91 or in
opposite direction. Analogously, there is provided such
a deterring device 104 at the platform portion 105 that is
adjacent to the exit 95. It is pointed out here that of the
deterring device 102 the guiding gate that is located in
the direction of rotation of the feed platform, i.e. the right
hand gate in the drawing, is designed as a pivotable one,
so that it allows a cow to pass by the pressure exerted
by said cow. For example by spring pressure said gate
pivots back to its initial position.
�[0051] Figure 5 shows diagrammatically in plan view
a part of an alternative embodiment of a movable feed
platform 106 that is substantially annular. The feed plat-
form 106 has a number of feeding places, each provided
with its own feed trough 107 that is disposed in such a
way that cows, when they are eating from the feed trough
107, are standing substantially radially on the feed plat-
form 106, i.e. transverse to the usual direction of move-
ment of the feed platform.
�[0052] The embodiment shown in Figure 5 has an en-
trance 108 with a gate 109, which entrance is sufficiently
wide to allow several cows to board the feed platform
106 simultaneously. The exit 110 also has a width that
suffices to allow several cows to debark from the feed
platform 106 simultaneously. In contrast with the en-

trance 108, the exit 110 is free from a closing device, so
that cows are able freely to debark from the feed platform
106.
�[0053] The feed platform 106 is free from confining
means for confining cows, so that the cows are able freely
to walk to one of the feed troughs 107 via the entrance
108. Analogously to the embodiment of Figure 4, there
is provided a deterring device 111, respectively 112, to
prevent cows from crossing freely the transition of the
platform portion adjacent to the entrance, respectively
the exit.
�[0054] In the embodiment shown, inside the annular
feed platform 106 four feed storage containers 114, 115,
116, 117 are arranged stationarily. A rotatable feed- �grip-
ping arm 118 is controlled by a (non-�shown) feeding sys-
tem control unit to convey feed from one (or more) of the
feed storage containers 114, 115, 116, 117 to a feed
trough 107. The feed storage containers 114, 115, 116,
117 are provided with feed via a supply system 119 that
extends above the feed platform 106.
�[0055] When a cow has boarded the feed platform 106,
she will successively walk through the following areas,
which are shown in Figure 5 at the outer edge of the
annular feed platform 106: a brushing area 120, a feeding
area 121, a milking-�pre-�treatment area 122, a main milk-
ing area 123, and a feeding area 124.
�[0056] After the entrance area a cow enters the brush-
ing area 120 where by a (non-�shown) cow brush the back
of the cow is brushed, in order to make the cow feel at
ease. Then the cow enters a feeding area 121 where no
treatment is performed on the cow and where she can
eat quietly. The teats of a cow are cleaned in the milking-
pre-�treatment area 122, then the teat cups are connected
in the main milking area 123, after which the milking can
take place. The teat cups are not provided on the feed
platform 106 but are arranged beside the outer edge of
the feed platform 106 on mobile, freely moving teat cup
carriers that co-�operate with the feed platform.
�[0057] The feeding area 124 is dimensioned in such a
way that, during the time a cow is present in the feeding
area, the orifices of the teats of the cow will close at least
for the greater part, and in this embodiment no treatment
is performed on the cow in said area. In said feeding area
124 the cow can eat quietly, after which she can leave
the feed platform 106 via the exit 110.
�[0058] Figure 6 shows diagrammatically in plan view
a part of a further embodiment of a movable feed platform
comprising an outer annular platform unit 125 with an
edge 126 located on its outer side and with an inner edge
127, and an inner platform unit 128 with an outer edge
129 that is located at some distance from the inner edge
127 of the outer platform unit 125. The feed platform is
arranged in such a way that, when a cow is eating in a
feeding place, her front legs are standing on the inner
platform unit 128 and her hind legs are standing on the
outer platform unit 125. The outer platform unit 125 and
the inner platform unit 128 are synchronously rotatable.
Although the inner platform unit 128 is annular in this
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embodiment, it will be obvious that in an alternative, non-
shown embodiment the inner platform unit may also be
designed as a disc-�shaped one.
�[0059] Analogously to the embodiment of Figure 5, the
feed platform 125, 128 as shown in Figure 6 is free from
confining means for confining cows, although this em-
bodiment of the invention may also be applied with con-
fining means disposed between the feeding places. In
this embodiment the assembly has an entrance 130 re-
spectively an exit 131 that are both sufficiently wide to
allow simultaneous access respectively exit of several
cows. Both the entrance 130 and the exit 131 are free
from a closing device, such as a gate, so that the cows
are allowed freely to board and to debark from the feed
platform 125, 128. The feeding places 132 on the feed
platform are arranged in such a way that the cows are
standing at least substantially radially on the feed plat-
form during eating.
�[0060] In the embodiment shown in Figure 6, the as-
sembly is provided with a first bridging element 133 for
forming a bridge between the outer platform unit 125 and
the inner platform unit 128, which first bridging element
133 is arranged opposite the entrance 130. A second
bridging element 134 is arranged opposite the exit 131.
The bridging elements 133, 134 ensure that a cow can
normally board and debark from the feed platform. Out-
side the entrance 130 and the exit 131, between the plat-
form units, there may be arranged a screen declining
towards the outer edge 129, so that impurities, if any, do
not fall between the feed platform units 125, 128.
�[0061] In the embodiment shown in Figure 6, there is
provided a third bridging element 135, which functions
as a support for an autonomous teat- �cup-�connecting ro-
bot.
�[0062] Also in this embodiment, the assembly is pro-
vided with deterring devices 136, 137, 138, 139 prevent-
ing cows from walking on the platform beyond the en-
trance and the exit when boarding the feed platform and
debarking from the feed platform.
�[0063] In the embodiment shown in Figure 6, only one
sort of feed is supplied on the feed platform. For this
purpose, there are provided a silo 140 as a feed storage
container, and a conveyor 141 whose end 142 is rotatable
in order to supply feed to feeding places 132 on the feed
platform. In the embodiment shown, the feed platform
125, 128 is the only feeding area that is freely accessible
to cows. The feeding system further comprises a feeding
place 144 controlled by a control unit 143, which feeding
place may be designed as a feeding column for example,
and which feeding place, with the aid of an animal-�rec-
ognition unit 145, decides on whether or not admitting a
cow to the controlled feeding place 144. Said controlled
feeding place 144 is arranged separately from the feed
platform and is used to supply additional feed to cows,
and, if desired, to supply certain additives, such as med-
icines and the like, mixed with the feed, to particular cows.
�[0064] In this embodiment, the milking area 146 is sub-
divided into a pre- �treatment area 147, a main milking

area 148 and a post-�treatment area 149 in which the
teats of a cow are disinfected.
�[0065] Between the exit 131 and the entrance 130
there is arranged an automatic cleaning device 150 for
cleaning the feed platform, as will be explained herein-
after in further detail.
�[0066] Figure 7 shows diagrammatically in plan view
a further embodiment of an annular feed platform 352
that co-�operates with inter alia freely movable teat cup
carriers. The movable feed platform 352 has an outer
edge 353 and an inner edge 354. The feed platform 352
comprises feeding places 355 with feed troughs 356 lo-
cated on the inner edge 354 of the feed platform 352.
The feed platform 352 is free from confining means for
confining cows.
�[0067] In an area 357 the cows are allowed to move
about freely. Via an entrance 358 the cows are allowed
to walk from the area 357 to the feed platform 352. The
entrance 358 has a width that is sufficiently large to en-
able several cows to board the feed platform 352 simul-
taneously, and is free from a closing device. The feed
platform 352 is free from sets of teat cups.
�[0068] In the embodiment shown in Figure 7 there is
provided a locking feeding gate 359 for locking a cow in
a feeding place 355. Although the locking feeding gate
359 may be a self-�closing locking feeding gate known
per se, the locking feeding gate 359 according to this
embodiment is controlled by a locking control unit for con-
trolling the locking feeding gate 359. The locking function
of the locking feeding gate 359 is capable of being acti-
vated and deactivated by the locking control unit 158.
The locking control unit 158 obtains data from cameras
159 which detect whether a cow is eating at a feed trough
356. Alternatively, the locking control unit may obtain in-
formation for activating the locking function from animal-
recognition units which are disposed per feed trough and
which are capable of determining whether a cow is
present at a feed trough. Furthermore, a weighing device
for weighing feed in the feed trough, which weighing de-
vice is capable of supplying information about whether
or not feed is consumed from a feed trough, may be ap-
plicable within the invention to supply information to the
locking control unit. It will be obvious that within the scope
of the invention other forms of locking a cow in a feeding
place may be applied as well, a neck-�locking being in
particular preferable for the purpose.
�[0069] As shown in Figure 7, the feed platform 352 has
platform portions 361, 362 that are each time adjacent
to the entrance 358 or the exit 360. Said platform portions
361, 362 are no fixed portions on the feed platform 352,
but are those portions of the feed platform 352 that are
adjacent to the entrance 358 and the exit 360. Viewed in
the direction of rotation of the feed platform 352 and op-
posite to the direction of rotation of the feed platform 352,
said platform portions 361, 362 have transitions 363, 364,
365, 366 at their ends. Each transition is provided with a
deterring device for deterring a cow from crossing a rel-
evant transition.
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�[0070] Centrally inside the annular feed platform 352
there is arranged a feed silo 367 comprising several feed
storage containers 368 disposed around a central axis.
Each feed storage container 368 may contain a different
sort of feed. Each feed trough 356 is provided by a feed-
supplying station 369 with a minimum amount of rough-
age before the feed trough 356 is located opposite the
entrance 358. In the embodiment shown, the feed-�sup-
plying station 369 comprises a self-�propelled (autono-
mous) mobile feed-�supplying robot 369.
�[0071] In order to prevent damage caused by colli-
sions, the mobile robot is provided with a proximity de-
tector, in the embodiment shown constituted by the ori-
entation device 374, for detecting the proximity of an ob-
ject. When an object comes too near and a collision
threatens to take place, then a protecting device 381 for
protecting at least a part of the robot 369 can be brought
from an inactive position into an active protecting posi-
tion. In this case inflatable or shiftable protecting means
may be used. Bringing a protecting device from an inac-
tive position into an active protecting position is controlled
with the aid of data from the proximity detector 374. Such
a proximity detector is known per se and may alternatively
comprise a camera, an approach sensor or the like.
�[0072] The mobile robot 369 is further provided with a
malfunction detector (known per se and not shown in the
drawing) for detecting an internal malfunction. In case of
an occurring or expected malfunction, an alarm-�signal-
issuing device may issue an alarm signal.
�[0073] After having walked through the first quiet area
383 (Figure 7) the cow enters the first area of the milking
area 393, which first area is called the pre- �treatment area
394. In the embodiment shown, said pre-�treatment area
394 covers three feeding places 355. In said pre-�treat-
ment area 394 a cow is subjected to a pre-�treatment.
Such a pre-�treatment is known per se and comprises
cleaning and/or massaging and/or stimulating the teats
of a cow.
�[0074] The robots may further comprise other compo-
nents that have not been described in further detail in the
foregoing. In this case a proximity detector for detecting
the proximity of an object may be taken into account, it
being possible for the proximity detector to be constituted
by position-�determining means or by a separate detector,
for example an ultrasonic sensor or an approach sensor.
The data from said detector may be used for the naviga-
tion of the relevant robot. A mobile robot may also be
provided with a protecting device 474 (see Figure 2) for
protecting at least a part of the mobile robot, the protect-
ing device 474 being capable of being brought from an
inactive position into an active protecting position. As a
protecting device may be applied for example an airbag
or a telescopic bumper or cap or the like. In this case, it
is advantageous for safety reasons if the protecting de-
vice is capable of being brought from an inactive position
into an active protecting position with the aid of data from
the proximity detector. The signal-�issuing device 464 is
also preferably capable of being activated with the aid of

data from the proximity detector.
�[0075] It is pointed out that, in an alternative, non-
shown embodiment, it is possible for the mobile teat-�cup-
carrying robot to comprise cleaning devices for cleaning
the teat cups or for cleaning the feed platform. If desired,
the robot may comprise a storage container for impuri-
ties. The robot is then capable of conveying the impurities
stored to a dung pit or to an other element suitable for
storing and/or discharging impurities. It is further pointed
out that in the embodiments described the teat cups are
permanently connected to the teat- �cup- �carrying robot.
However, it will be obvious that the teat-�cup- �carrying ro-
bot may alternatively be provided with a gripper for grip-
ping teat cups from a stationary and/or a movable teat
cup holder. In this alternative embodiment, the teat cup
carrier carries the teat cups temporarily. Also in this em-
bodiment, the teat cup carrier is designed to be able (dur-
ing carrying the teat cups) to co-�operate with a feed plat-
form, which teat cup carrier is freely movable relative to
the feed platform.

Claims

1. Assembly of a teat cup carrier and a movable feed
platform characterized in that, said teat cup carrier
is freely movable relative to the feed platform, said
freely movable teat cup carrier being a self- �propelled
autonomous mobile teat-�cup-�carrying robot and
comprising a control unit for controlling the function-
ing of the mobile teat-�cup-�carrying robot, said as-
sembly comprising a control unit for the feed plat-
form, said robot being designed to be able to coop-
erate with a movable feed platform in that the control
unit of the robot comprises a transmitting and receiv-
ing unit for communication with the control unit of the
feed platform.

2. An assembly as claimed in claim 1, characterized
in that the teat cup carrier comprises a teat cup grip-
per for gripping and retaining a teat cup that is dis-
posed on a teat cup holder.

3. An assembly as claimed in claim 2, characterized
in that the teat cup holder is movable.

4. An assembly as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the teat cup carrier is
provided with a connecting device for connecting a
teat cup to the teats of an animal that is present on
the feed platform.

5. An assembly as claimed in claim 4, characterized
in that the connecting device is provided with a grip-
ping device for gripping a teat cup that is disposed
on the teat cup carrier.

6. An assembly as claimed in any one of the preceding
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claims, characterized in that the teat cup carrier is
provided with a teat- �position- �determining device for
determining the position of a teat of an animal that
is present on the feed platform.

7. An assembly as claimed in claim 6 with reference to
claim 4 or 5, characterized in that the teat-�position-
determining device is disposed on the connecting
device.

8. An assembly as claimed in any one of claims 4 to 7,
characterized in that the connecting device com-
prises a robot arm.

9. An assembly as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the teat cup carrier
comprises a drive that is controllable by the control
unit.

10. An assembly as claimed in any one of the preceding
claims, characterized in that the teat cup carrier is
provided with navigation means for navigating the
teat cup carrier.

11. An assembly as claimed in claim 10, characterized
in that the navigation means comprise position-�de-
termining means for determining the position of the
teat cup carrier and for supplying position informa-
tion.

Patentansprüche

1. Anordnung aus einem Zitzenbecherhalter und einer
beweglichen Fütterungsplattform,�
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß  der Zitzenbecher-
halter relativ zu der Fütterungsplattform frei beweg-
lich ist, wobei der frei bewegliche Zitzenbecherhalter
ein autonomer fahrbarer Zitzenbecherhalteroboter
mit eigenem Antrieb ist und eine Steuereinheit zum
Steuern der Funktion des fahrbaren Zitzenbecher-
halteroboters umfaßt, wobei die Anordnung eine
Steuereinheit für die Fütterungsplattform umfaßt,
wobei der Roboter dazu ausgebildet ist, mit einer
beweglichen Fütterungsplattform dadurch zusam-
menzuwirken, daß die Steuereinheit des Roboters
eine Sende- und Empfangseinheit zur Kommunika-
tion mit der Steuereinheit der Fütterungsplattform
umfaßt.

2. Anordnung nach Anspruch 1,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß  der Zitzenbecher-
halter einen an einem Zitzenbecherhalter angeord-
neten Zitzenbechergreifer zum Ergreifen und Halten
eines Zitzenbechers umfaßt.

3. Anordnung nach Anspruch 2,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß  der Zitzenbecher-

halter beweglich ist.

4. Anordnung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, �
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß  der Zitzenbecher-
halter mit einer Anschlußvorrichtung zum Anschlie-
ßen eines Zitzenbechers an die Zitzen eines sich auf
der Fütterungsplattform befindlichen Tieres verse-
hen ist.

5. Anordnung nach Anspruch 4,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß  die Anschlußvor-
richtung mit einer Greifvorrichtung zum Ergreifen ei-
nes auf dem Zitzenbecherhalter angeordneten Zit-
zenbechers versehen ist.

6. Anordnung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, �
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß  der Zitzenbecher-
halter mit einer Zitzenpositionsermittlungsvorrich-
tung zum Ermitteln der Position einer Zitze eines Tie-
res versehen ist, das sich auf der Fütterungsplatt-
form aufhält.

7. Anordnung nach Anspruch 6 unter Rückbezug auf
Anspruch 4 oder 5,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß  die Zitzenpositions-
ermittlungsvorrichtung auf der Anschlußvorrichtung
angeordnet ist.

8. Anordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 4 bis 7,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß  die Anschlußvor-
richtung einen Roboterarm umfaßt.

9. Anordnung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, �
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß  der Zitzenbecher-
halter einen Antrieb umfaßt, der von der Steuerein-
heit gesteuert werden kann.

10. Anordnung nach einem der vorhergehenden An-
sprüche, �
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß  der Zitzenbecher-
halter mit einer Navigationsvorrichtung zum Navigie-
ren des Zitzenbecherhalters versehen ist.

11. Anordnung nach Anspruch 10,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß  die Navigationsvor-
richtung eine Positionsermittlungsvorrichtung zum
Ermitteln der Position des Zitzenbecherhalters und
zum Liefern von Positionsinformationen umfaßt.

Revendications

1. Combinaison d’un transporteur de gobelet trayeur
et d’une plate-�forme de nourrissage mobile, carac-
térisée en ce que  ledit transporteur de gobelet
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trayeur est librement mobile par rapport à la plate-
forme de nourrissage, ledit transporteur de gobelet
trayeur librement mobile étant un robot transporteur
de gobelet trayeur mobile autopropulsé et autonome
et comprenant une unité de commande destinée à
commander le fonctionnement du robot transporteur
de gobelet trayeur mobile, ladite combinaison com-
prenant une unité de commande pour la plate- �forme
de nourrissage, ledit robot étant conçu pour pouvoir
coopérer avec une plate-�forme de nourrissage mo-
bile en ce que l’unité de commande du robot com-
prend une unité de transmission et de réception des-
tinée à communiquer avec l’unité de commande de
la plate-�forme de nourrissage.

2. Combinaison selon la revendication 1, caractérisée
en ce que  le transporteur de gobelet trayeur com-
prend un organe de préhension de gobelet trayeur
destiné à saisir et à retenir un gobelet trayeur qui est
disposé sur un support de gobelet trayeur.

3. Combinaison selon la revendication 2, caractérisée
en ce que  le support de gobelet trayeur est mobile.

4. Combinaison selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, caractérisée en ce que  le
transporteur de gobelet trayeur est pourvu d’un dis-
positif de raccordement destiné à raccorder un go-
belet trayeur aux trayons d’un animal qui est présent
sur la plate-�forme de nourrissage.

5. Combinaison selon la revendication 4, caractérisée
en ce que  le dispositif de raccordement est pourvu
d’un dispositif de préhension destiné à saisir un go-
belet trayeur qui est disposé sur le transporteur de
gobelet trayeur.

6. Combinaison selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, caractérisée en ce que  le
transporteur de gobelet trayeur est pourvu d’un dis-
positif de détermination de position de trayon destiné
à déterminer la position d’un trayon d’un animal qui
est présent sur la plate-�forme de nourrissage.

7. Combinaison selon la revendication 6 en référence
à la revendication 4 ou 5, caractérisée en ce que
le dispositif de détermination de position de trayon
est disposé sur le dispositif de raccordement.

8. Combinaison selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 4 à 7, caractérisée en ce que  le dispositif
de raccordement comprend un bras robotisé.

9. Combinaison selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, caractérisée en ce que  le
transporteur de gobelet trayeur comprend un entraî-
nement qui peut être commandé par l’unité de com-
mande.

10. Combinaison selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, caractérisée en ce que  le
transporteur de gobelet trayeur est pourvu de
moyens de navigation destinés à diriger le transpor-
teur de gobelet trayeur.

11. Combinaison selon la revendication 10, caractéri-
sée en ce que  les moyens de navigation compren-
nent des moyens de détermination de position des-
tinés à déterminer la position du transporteur de go-
belet trayeur et à fournir des informations de position.
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